Half Day Tour to Giza Pyramids by Camel

Starts as per requested time With Pickup from your hotel in Cairo or Giza By Emo Tours Tour then you will be transferred Giza Pyramids in Private A-C Limousine or Van Vehicle arrival to Giza Pyramids get on the camel ans start your unusual Tour to Giza Pyramids and get back to the ancient history and you will be accompanied by an expert tour guide who will explain all historical points that related to Giza Pyramids and Sites around

Unlike most Camel tours in Egypt we have has a very unique entrance to the desert that does not require you to travel through the busy streets, full of cars and crowded with people. Instead you will experience the pure untouched desert. You will see The Great Pyramids of Giza, The Sphinx and valley Temple it’s different sense when visiting Giza Pyramids on Camel you feel like you are taking the time machine that will take you hundred of years back.

All Camels we deal with are kept in tip top conditions and are very well looked after and you will be accompanied by a cameler who will stay the whole trip near to you to make sure you have safe and enjoyable trip

Camels spend years in training and we cater to all experience levels, providing horses that are suitable for those who never rode a horse before to those who are extremely comfortable riding. All our tours are private, whether you are one person or a large group, you will not be put or mixed in with another group. All tours are accompanied by one of our expert tour guides and a groom to ensure that you will have a pleasant time in the desert. after the Tour Finish transfer you Back to your hotel

HIGHLIGHTS

- Camel ride at Giza Pyramids
- See the Sphinx
- Visit Valley Temple
- Guided Tour
- Private Guided Tour
- No Hidden Fees
- Hassle Free
- Fixed Price

What’s Included?

- Entry Fees
- Expert Tour guide
- All Taxes Services
- Snacks Bag includes (Bottle of Water, Can of Pepsi, Chips & Cake)
- All Transfers by Private A/C Vehicle (Newest Model)

What’s Excluded?

- Personal Items
- Tipping
- any Optional Tours Such as entry any of the Pyramids from inside. it requires additional tickets can be bought on spot